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ABSTRACT

Automatic speech recognition (ASR) of code-switching speech requires careful handling of unexpected language switches that may occur in a single utterance. In this paper, we investigate the feasibility of using multilingually trained deep neural networks (DNN) for the ASR of Frisian speech containing code-switches to Dutch with the aim of building a robust recognizer that can handle this phenomenon. For this purpose, we train several multilingual DNN models on Frisian and two closely related languages, namely English and Dutch, to compare the impact of single-step and two-step multilingual DNN training on the recognition and code-switching detection performance. We apply bilingual DNN retraining on both target languages by varying the amount of training data belonging to the higher-resourced target language (Dutch). The recognition results show that the multilingual DNN training scheme with an initial multilingual training step followed by bilingual retraining provides recognition performance comparable to an oracle baseline recognizer that can employ language-specific acoustic models. We further show that we can detect code-switches at the word level with an equal error rate of around 17% excluding the deletions due to ASR errors.

Index Terms— Language contact, multilingual DNN, code-switching, Frisian, under-resourced languages

1. INTRODUCTION

Code-switching (CS) is defined as the continuous alternation between two languages in a single conversation. CS is mostly noticeable in minority languages influenced by the majority language or majority languages influenced by lingua franca such as English and French. West Frisian (Frisian henceforth) has approximately half a million speakers who are mostly bilingual and it is common practice to code-switch between the Frisian and Dutch languages in daily conversations. In the scope of the FAME! Project, the influence of this spontaneous language switching on modern ASR systems is explored with the objective of building a robust recognizer that can handle this phenomenon.

In addition to the well-established research line in linguistics, implications of CS and other kinds of language switches for speech-to-text systems have recently received some research interest, resulting in some robust acoustic modeling [1–5] and language modeling [6–8] approaches for CS speech. Language identification (LID) is a relevant task for the automatic speech recognition (ASR) of CS speech [9–12]. One fundamental approach is to label speech frames with the spoken language and perform recognition of each language separately using a monolingual ASR system at the back-end. These systems have the tendency to suffer from error propagation between the language identification front-end and ASR back-end, since language identification is still a challenging problem especially in case of intra-sentence CS. To alleviate this problem, all-in-one ASR approaches, which do not directly incorporate a language identification system, have also been proposed [2, 5].

Multilingual training of deep neural network (DNN)-based ASR systems has provided some improvements in the automatic recognition of both low- and high-resourced languages [13–22]. Some of these techniques incorporate multilingual DNNs for feature extraction [13, 18, 23, 24]. Training DNN-based acoustic models on multilingual data to obtain more reliable posteriors for the target language has also been investigated, e.g., [16, 17, 21].

In this work, we explore the recognition and code-switching detection performance of multilingual DNN models applied to the code-switching Frisian speech. Multilingual data from closely related high-resourced languages, i.e., Dutch and English, is used for training DNN-based acoustic models to obtain more robust acoustic models against the language switches between the under-resourced Frisian language and Dutch. The multilingual DNN training scheme resembles the prior work, e.g., in [16] and is achieved in two steps. Firstly, the English and Dutch data are used together with the Frisian data in the initial multilingual training step to obtain more accurate shared hidden layers. After training the shared hidden layers, the softmax layer obtained during the initial training phase is replaced with one which is specific to the target recognition task. In the second step, the complete DNN is retrained bilingually (on Frisian and Dutch) to fine-tune the DNNs for the target CS Frisian and Dutch speech, unlike the previous approaches using multilingual DNN training for the recognition of a single target language.

The performance of multilingual DNN models is compared to a baseline ASR system using the oracle LID information at the front-end and three different recognizers at the back-end. In this way, we compare the recognition performance of multilingual DNNs and a conventional CS recognition system with an ideal LID at the front-end which has never been explored to the best of our knowledge. Moreover, we vary the amount of the high-resourced target language, i.e., Dutch, to quantify the feasible amount of Dutch training data for the multilingual DNN to perform reasonably well on both languages. Finally, we discuss the word-level CS detection performance of the recognizer described above to provide some insight into how well this recognizer can cope with the language switches.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the demographics and the linguistic properties of the Frisian language. Section 3 summarizes the Frisian-Dutch radio broadcast database that has recently been collected for CS and longitudinal speech research. Section 4 summarizes the fundamentals of the DNN-HMM ASR system and describes the two-step multilingual training of DNNs applied to the CS Frisian speech. The experimental setup is described in Section 5 and the recognition results are presented in Section 6. Section 7 concludes the paper.
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2. FRISIAN LANGUAGE

Frisian belongs to the North Sea Germanic language group, which is a subdivision of the West Germanic languages. Linguistically, there are three Frisian languages: West Frisian, spoken in the province of Friesland in the Netherlands, East Frisian, spoken in Saterland in Lower Saxony in Germany, and North Frisian, spoken in the northwest of Germany, near the Danish border. These three varieties of Frisian are mutually barely intelligible [25]. The current paper focuses on the West Frisian language only and, following common practice, we will use the term Frisian for it.

Historically, Frisian shows many parallels with Old English. However, nowadays the Frisian language is under growing influence of Dutch due to long lasting and intense language contact. Frisian has about half a million speakers. A recent study shows that about 55% of all inhabitants of Fryslân speak Frisian as their mother tongue [26]. All speakers of Frisian are at least bilingual, since Dutch is the main language used in education in Friesland.

The Frisian alphabet consists of 32 characters including all letters used in English and six others with diacritics, i.e., ą, ę, ĺ, ź, ˝u, ˝u. The Frisian phonetic alphabet consists of 20 consonants, 20 monophthongs, 24 diphthongs, and 6 triphthongs. Frisian has more vowels compared to Dutch which has 13 monophthongs and 3 diphthongs [27]. Dutch consonants are similar to the Frisian ones. There are three main dialect groups in Frisian, i.e., Kladrupperk (Clay Frisian), Wildefris (Wood Frisian) and Southwesthoeksk (Southwestern). Although these dialects differ mostly on phonological and lexical levels, they are mutually intelligible [28].

3. FRISIAN-DUTCH RADIO BROADCAST DATABASE

The bilingual FAME! speech database, which has been collected in the scope of the Frisian Audio Mining Enterprise Project, contains radio broadcasts in Frisian and Dutch. The FAME! project aims to build a spoken document retrieval system operating on the bilingual archive of the regional public broadcaster Omrop Friesland (Frisian Broadcast Organization). This bilingual data contains Frisian-only and Dutch-only utterances as well as mixed utterances with intersentential, intra-sentential and intra-word CS [29]. To be able to design an ASR system that can handle the language switches, a representative subset of recordings has been extracted from this radio broadcast archive. These recordings include language switching cases and speaker diversity, and have a large time span (1966–2015). The content of the recordings is very diverse, including radio programs about culture, history, literature, sports, nature, agriculture, politics, society and languages. The longitudinal and bilingual nature of the material enables research into several fields such as language variation in Frisian over years, formal versus informal speech, CS trends, speaker tracking and diarization over a large time period.

The radio broadcast recordings have been manually annotated and cross-checked by two bilingual native Frisian speakers. The annotation protocol designed for this CS data includes three kinds of information: the orthographic transcription containing the uttered words, speaker details such as the gender, dialect, name (if known) and spoken language information. The language switches are marked with the label of the switched language. For further details, we refer the reader to [30].

It is important to note that two kinds of language switches are observed in broadcast data in the absence of segmentation information. Firstly, a speaker may switch language in a conversation (within-speaker switches). Secondly, a speaker may be followed by another one speaking in the other language. For instance, the presenter may narrate an interview in Frisian, while several excerpts of a Dutch-speaking interviewee are presented (between-speaker switches). Both type of switches pose a challenge to the ASR systems and have to be handled carefully.

4. MULTILINGUAL DNN TRAINING

4.1. Fundamentals

Our DNN consists of $L$ layers of $M$ artificial neurons and the output of the $(l-1)^{th}$ layer with $M_{l-1}$ neurons is the input of the $l^{th}$ layer with $M_l$ neurons, which is formulated as $v_l = f(z_l) = f(W_l v_{l-1} + b_l)$ where the dimensions of $v_l$, $W_l$, $v_{l-1}$ and $b_l$ are $M_l$, $(M_l \times M_{l-1})$, $M_{l-1}$ and $M_l$ respectively. $M_0$ is the number of neurons in the input layer which is equal to the dimension of the speech features. The non-linear activation function $f$ maps an $M_{l-1}$ vector to an $M_l$ vector. The activation function applied at the output layer is the softmax function in order to get output values in the range $[0, 1]$ for the hidden Markov model (HMM) state posterior probabilities.

The DNN-HMM training is achieved in three main stages [31, 32]. Firstly, a GMM-HMM setup is trained to obtain the structure of the DNN-HMM model, initial HMM transition probabilities and training labels of the DNNs. Then, the pretraining algorithm described in [33] is applied to obtain a robust initialization for the DNN model. Finally, the back-propagation algorithm [34] is applied to train the DNN that will be used as the emission distribution of the HMM states.
Table 1. Data composition of different training setups used in the recognition experiments (in hours)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training data</th>
<th>Frisian</th>
<th>Dutch</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fy-</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fy-nl</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fy-nl+</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>29.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fy-nl++</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>110.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>118.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fy-en</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>141.5</td>
<td>150.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fy-nl++-en</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>110.0</td>
<td>141.5</td>
<td>260.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Multilingual training

Using language resources from high-resourced languages for the recognition of an under-resourced language is common practice [35–37]. Being an under-resourced language, Frisian also lacks adequate speech data to train acoustic models that can provide accurate enough recognition. Therefore, an ASR system working on Frisian benefits from bootstrapping data from other closely related languages such as Dutch and English. Moreover, the code-switching nature of Frisian requires to incorporate bilingual resources for the ASR systems to handle unexpected switches to Dutch.

The multilingual training scheme applied in this paper is illustrated in Figure 1. In this multilingual training scheme, the phones of each language are modeled separately, e.g., by appending a language identifier to every phone of a word based on the language of its lexicon. We refer the reader to [38] in which the impact of phone merging in the context of CS ASR is explored. The words in each lexicon are also tagged with language identifier to be able to evaluate CS detection accuracy.

The multilingual DNN training is performed on spectral features that allow the cross-lingual knowledge transfer. The knowledge transfer is achieved by using the hidden layers of the DNN trained on speech data from all languages during the initial training phase [32]. The amount of training data used during the initial training phase can be increased by including more data from high-resourced languages. Retraining these shared hidden layers with a new softmax layer aims to fine-tune the initial model to the target speech data. The retraining step is achieved by using bilingual speech data so that the recognizer can recognize both target languages.

5. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We perform ASR experiments to investigate the recognition performance provided by the training scheme described in Section 4. We use English and Dutch speech databases for training purposes and the FAME! speech database which is used for training, development and testing purposes.

5.1. Databases

The Dutch speech databases used for DNN training are the Dutch Broadcast database [39] and the components of the CGN [40] corpus that has broadcast-related recordings. These databases contain 17.5 and 89.5 hours of Dutch data respectively. In addition to this, English Broadcast News Database (HUB4) is used as the main source of English broadcast data. The amount of the English data extracted from both 1996 and 1997 components of HUB4 [41, 42] is approximately 141.5 hours.

The training data of the FAME! speech database comprises of 8.5 hours and 3 hours of speech from Frisian and Dutch speakers respectively. The development and test sets consist of 1 hour of speech from Frisian speakers and 20 minutes of speech from Dutch speakers each. All speech data has a sampling frequency of 16 kHz.

The total number of word- and sentence-level CS cases in the FAME! speech database is 3837. These switches are mostly performed by the Frisian speakers as they often use Dutch words or sentences while speaking in Frisian. These cases comprise about 75.6% of all switches. The opposite case, i.e., a Dutch speaker using Frisian words or sentences, occurs much less accounting for 2.5% of all switches. This is expected as it is not common practice for Dutch speakers to switch between Dutch and Frisian. In the rest of the cases, the speakers use a mixed-word which is neither Frisian nor Dutch, for instance adapted loanwords. The training, development and test sets contain 2756, 671 and 410 language switching cases. There are 542 speakers in the FAME! speech database in total, most of whom are radio program presenters and Frisian celebrities.

5.2. Recognition and CS Detection Experiments

The baseline system, which is depicted in Figure 2, has a conventional CS recognition architecture [2] and uses the ground truth language tags to choose the most appropriate recognition system. Oracle LID information is provided in order to eliminate recognition degradation due to the LID errors. Based on the language tag of each utterance, the recognition is performed by a monolingual Frisian recognizer for Frisian only utterances, a monolingual Dutch recognizer for Dutch only utterances or a bilingual Frisian-Dutch recognizer for mixed utterances. The monolingual Frisian and Dutch recognizers are trained on fr and nl++ (cf. Table 1) data respectively. The bilingual recognizer is trained on the fr-nl++ data which combines the training material used for the monolingual systems. The multilingual systems use a monolingual lexicon and language model, while the bilingual systems use the bilingual resources detailed in Section 5.3.

For the recognition experiments, we create two different training setups with a single-step and two-step DNN training using varying amounts of speech data. Details of all training setups are presented
in Table 1. The single-step training is performed on fy-nl, fy-nl+, fy-nl++ and fy-nl++-en to assess the influence of varying amounts of the high-resourced languages on the recognition performance. For retraining purposes, we use fy-nl, fy-nl+ and fy-nl++ data for similar purposes. The proposed ASR system is tested on the development and test data of the FAME! speech database and the recognition results are reported separately for Frisian only (fy), Dutch only (nl) and mixed (fy-nl) segments. The overall performance (all) is also provided as an performance indicator. The recognition performance of the ASR system is quantified using the Word Error Rate (WER). The word language tags are removed while evaluating the ASR performance.

After the ASR experiments, we chose the best performing system for performing word-level CS detection experiments. For this purpose, we used a different LM strategy. We trained separate monolingual LMs, and interpolated between them with varying weights, effectively varying the prior for the detected language. For each language model, we have generated the ASR output for each utterance in the mixed (fy-nl) segments and the language tags are aligned after removing the words in the reference transcription and ASR output. The CS detection accuracy is evaluated by reporting the equal error rates (EER) calculated based on the detection error tradeoff (DET) graph [43] plotted for the language tag detection with and without the deletions and insertions introduced due to the ASR errors. The presented code-switching detection results indicate how well the recognizer can detect the switches and hypothesize words in the switched language.

5.3. Lexicon and Language Model

The words in the multilingual lexicon are chosen from the initial Fluency\(^1\) Frisian (340k entries), ELEX\(^2\) Dutch (600k entries) and CMU\(^3\) English (134k entries) lexicons based on their presence in the transcriptions of all available training data and the text corpus used for language model training. This corpus includes Frisian, Dutch and mixed sentences yielding a bilingual language model. In pilot experiments, modeling all Frisian vowels at the monophthong level has provided the best recognition performance. Therefore, all diphthongs and triphthongs are modeled as a sequence of their monophthong constituents.

The multilingual lexicon contains 144k Frisian, Dutch and English words. The number of entries in the lexicon is around 200k due to the words with multiple phonetic transcriptions. The phonetic transcriptions of the words which do not appear in the initial lexicons are learned by applying grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) bootstrapping [44, 45]. The lexicon learning is done only for the words that appear in the training data using the G2P model learned on the corresponding language. We use the PhoneTisaurus G2P system [46] for creating phonetic transcriptions. The out-of-vocabulary (OOV) rates in the Frisian development and test (FR) set are 3.2% and 2.6% respectively. The OOV rates in the complete development and test set (FR-NL) are 2.7% and 2.3%.

The bilingual text corpus contains 37M Frisian and 8.8M Dutch words. The Frisian text is extracted from Frisian novels, news articles, wikipedia articles and orthographic transcriptions of the FAME! training data. The Dutch text consists of the orthographic transcriptions of the CGN and the Dutch component of the FAME! training data. The bilingual language models are 3-gram with interpolated Kneser-Ney smoothing trained using the SRILM toolkit [47]. Because the bilingual LM is obtained by mostly concatenating monolingual text data, code switches effectively have to go though unigram back-off during decoding. This language model has a perplexity of 259 on the Frisian development set.

5.4. Implementation Details

The recognition experiments are performed using the Kaldi ASR toolkit [48]. We train a conventional context dependent GMM-HMM system with 40k Gaussians using 39 dimensional MFCC features including the deltas and delta-deltas to obtain the alignments for DNN training. A standard feature extraction scheme is used by applying Hamming windowing with a frame length of 25 ms and frame shift of 10 ms. The monolingual and multilingual DNNs with 6 hidden layers and 2048 sigmoid hidden units at each hidden layer are trained on the 40-dimensional log-mel filterbank features with the deltas and delta-deltas. The DNN training and retraining is done by mini-batch Stochastic Gradient Descent with an initial learning rate of 0.008 and a minibatch size of 256. The time context size is 11 frames achieved by concatenating ±5 frames. We further apply sequence training using a state-level minimum Bayes risk (sMBR) criterion [49].

---

\(^1\)http://www.fluency.nl/
\(^2\)http://tst-centrale.org/en/tst-materialen/lexica/e-lex-detail
\(^3\)http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/cmudict
6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

6.1. ASR experiments

The recognition results obtained on the development and test sets of the FAME! speech database are given in Table 2. The overall WER of the baseline and the best performing multilingual DNN system is marked in bold. The upper panel of this table presents the number of Frisian and Dutch words in each subset in order to give an impression of the language priors. The baseline recognizer using the oracle LID information has a WER of 34.7% on the development set and 33.2% on the test set. The recognizers with a single-step multilingual DNN training perform significantly worse than the baseline with the best system yielding a WER of 37.8% and 35.0% on the development and test set respectively.

Retraining the multilingual DNN on the target languages improves the recognition performance in all scenarios. The best performing system which is trained on fy-nl+ provides a WER of 36.4% on the development set and 33.0% on the test set. The recognizers retrained on fy-nl and fy-nl+ data provide a similar recognition performance. As expected, further increasing the amount of the included Dutch training data reduces the recognition accuracy on the Frisian only and mixed utterances. It can be concluded that the overall recognition performance of the retrained DNN models do not regularly benefit from increasing the amount of training data belonging to the high-resource target language. This is presumably due to the high-resource language getting too high a prior in the acoustic modeling.

In general, these results shed light on how well all-in-one CS approaches can perform compared to a recognizer that incorporates a LID system in the front-end and uses the appropriate acoustic modeling based on the LID information. The best performing multilingual DNN recognizer provides comparable recognition accuracies (34.7% vs 36.4% on the development set and 33.2% vs 33.0% on the test set) compared to an ideal recognizer using the oracle LID information.

6.2. CS detection experiments

Evaluating the detection performance at the word level is not as trivial as in whole-utterance detection which is commonly done in language and speaker recognition. For instance, deleted words do not have a language tag, so they may be counted as misses. On the other hand, one might argue that at least these are not false alarms. Therefore we include metrics both ignoring and including the deletions. In our ASR experiments we operated at about 3% insertion and 10% deletion rate.

The DET curves of the best performing multilingual DNN system on the code-switching segments (fy-nl) are plotted in Figure 3. Each point on these curves is obtained for a different language model weight and the EERs for each curve are given in the legend. The CS detection accuracy is higher on the development data with an EER of 16.4% excluding the deletions and 28.1% with the deletions. The EER values obtained on the test set are 18.4% and 30.8% without and with deletions respectively.

Considering the challenging nature of this detection task, the multilingual DNN recognizer has achieved a promising detection accuracy even using a simple bilingual language model which is not tailored for modeling the language switches. The improved bilingual acoustic modeling due to the two-step multilingual training described in Section 4.2 accounts for the accurate detection of the language switches and recognition of the words in the switched language.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we use multilingual DNN to recognize code-switching Frisian speech and detect code-switching in the utterances containing both Frisian and Dutch. The multilingual training approach is performed in two steps: i) an initial training phase using the multilingual speech data from target languages and other closely related high-resourced languages and ii) retraining of the shared hidden layers learned in the initial phase on a smaller amount of speech data only from the target languages. The retraining stage is performed using bilingual data taking the bilingual nature of code-switching speech. The recognition results have shown that multilingual training of DNNs provides comparable recognition accuracies on code-switching Frisian speech compared to an ideal recognizer using oracle language identification information. Moreover, the best performing multilingual DNN provides encouraging code-switching detection accuracies using only a primitive bilingual language model.

Future work includes developing language models that can capture code-switching more accurately and investigating the lexicon-free ASR approaches to be able to recognize the mixed-words which appear in neither the Frisian nor the Dutch lexicon.
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